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Statement of Purpose
In urban design one could say that sustainability has four aspects: social, 
environmental, economical and spatial. Place needs spatial qualities to 
bring people to the area. People are the essence of every space and 
they make it into a place that people want to use and care about. 
 
Iceland is an island located in the North Atlantic Ocean where the climate 
is cold and the weather can be unpredictable. The sun angle is low during 
winter, which gives minimum daylight. This darkness and strong winds 
affect the urban life in the capital city Reykjavík and controls how people 
commute and spend their free time. 
   
One of the main goals in the regional plan (2012-2040) for the capital 
area is to stop urban sprawl and densify within the existing urban fabric. 
The plan is to develop strong public transit (the City line) and strengthen 
centers in the suburbs next to the City line. The densification will be 
around these transportation centers and the plan is to develop walkable 
centers with attractive public places that will encourage outdoor activities 
and contribute to more lively streets. 
This thesis deals with redeveloping a suburban center and design for 
urban life in the suburb together with a new public transit and a playful 
public realm. The capital area is analyzed in historical context and the 
future vision presented. The design site is a car-based center in one of 
the first suburbs in Reykjavík. The new design proposal is an outcome 
from analysis of the district and the site and the aim is to create a 
walkable and attractive well-connected suburban center and increase 
outdoor urban life all year around. 
The proposal consists of retrofitting and activating existing buildings and 
densify around them with housing for residential, offices and commercial 
use. Introducing a playful public realm for seasonal change and a new 
public transit. In the design process I followed these research questions 
and hope that the outcome will bring us closer to the answers.
Research questions:
- How can we design for cold climate in urban design?
- How can we create a better microclimate with spatial qualities? 
- In what way can we make the environment more walkable and attractive 
together with densification?
- How can we offer a new way of living in the suburbs in the future?
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“If the modernists are going to plan our cities 
together with the motorists, it will be dead cities, 
not the great lively cities we have had in the past”
Jane Jacobs
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The Arctic Circle
1.1 _Location
Iceland
102,775 km2
Population
2016
332.529 people
Density
3,2inh/km2
80 % 
of  the Icelandic population 
lives within an hour drive 
from Reykjavík. 
80% 
Density
451.5 inh/km2
The Capital area
6 municipalities
1.062 km2
Population
2016
209.500 people
Estimated growth
+ 1.1 %
Increase per year 
(2040)
DESIGN SITE
REYKJAVÍK
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Reykjavík is the capital of Iceland and it´s the northernmost capital in the 
world. What defines Reykjavík from other cities is the closeness to the 
nature and the access to fresh air, unpolluted water and green outdoor 
areas. Reykjavík is a seaport and most of the towns in Iceland have 
been developed from the coastline and the harbour because of the sea 
transports in old days. The ocean and the water are a big part of our 
culture and have been for many years. It´s important for us to be able 
to access the coastline and almost every town in Iceland has a local 
outdoor swimming pool heated by geothermal water.                                   
        Iceland is rich of renewable energy sources and geothermal energy 
is used for heating houses and hydroelectric power for electricity. 
(Orkustofnun, 2010).
Iceland is an island located in the North Atlantic Ocean where the 
climate is cold and the weather is a big part of our life. The sun angle 
is low during winter and that gives us minimum daylight. This darkness 
and strong winds affect the urban life of our capital city Reykjavík and 
controls how we commute and spend our free time. 
Reykjavík is a sprawled city and therefore many people spent a lot of 
time commuting from home to work every day and it´s easy to get stuck 
in traffic in rush hours. The public transport (buses) in the city area not 
effective enough and therefore people like to use their private car. It´s 
Every day life in Reykjavík
1.2_The Quality of Life in Reykjavík
in our culture to have our own car and the Icelandic weather does not 
encourage walking and biking for larger part of the year. 
This problem needs to be addressed and the future City Line (public 
transit) creates new possibilities for densifying the city with more 
attractive cityscape. That will change how we commute in our every day 
live and hopefully the residents do not have to rely on the private car in 
the future. This design proposal is suppose to show how we can change 
our built environment together with the City line and offer more urban 
functions in the suburb.
5. Harpa the concert hall.
6. Vesturbær. 7. Perlan.
8. Hallgrímskirkja. 9. Laugardagslaug.
10. Viðey. 11. Grótta.
12. Nauthólsvík beach area.13. Þjóðleikhúsið. 14. Heiðmörk.
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1.3_Green and blue
Reykjavík is a green city and access to different kind of city parks and 
green and blue areas is good. The blue necklace lies along the coastline 
and is accessible with continuous walking and bike paths. The green 
scarf lies around the city with green paths that connect the necklace 
and the scarf together. One of the biggest outdoor recreational areas 
in the city is called Elliðaárdalur and is located next to the design site. 
Elliðaárdalur is 270 HA valley with a large salmon river, forestry, rich 
birdlife, sports area and geolocal monumental.
During the Ice Age (up to 10,000 years ago) a large glacier covered 
parts of the city area. After the Ice Age the land rose as the heavy load 
of the glaciers fell away, and began to look as it is today. The capital city 
area continued to be shaped by earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, like 
the one 4,500 years ago in the mountain range Bláfjöll, when the lava 
came down Elliðaárdalur and reached the sea at the bay of Elliðavogur.
Elliðaárdalur is one of the main connection between the green scarf and 
the blue necklace and is valuabe for the nearest neighbourhoods as for 
the whole city. 
The green scarf and the blue necklace
15. Elliðaárdalur.
16. Nauthólsvík, man made beach.
The green scarf
The blue necklage
The green path
CITY PARKS:
1. Elliðaárdalur
2. Fossvogsdalur
3. Öskjuhlíð
4. Klambratún
5. Vatnsmýri
6. Laugardalur
1
2
3
4
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17. Blue and Green map.
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1.4_The Unpredictable Weather
Climate
A warming climate has led Reykjavík into the Subpolar Oceanic Climate 
when considering climate data from 2000-2014. Areas with this type of 
climate are usually located closer to polar regions and snowfalls tend to 
be more common then in other oceanic climates. Despite its northern 
latitude, temperature very rarely drops below -15 °C in the winter. This 
is because the Icelandic coastal weather is moderated by the cold north 
Atlantic Current itself and extension of the warm Gulf Stream from south. 
The unpredictable weather in Iceland is strongly affected by these ocean 
currents and the sea temperature. (Veðurstofa íslands, 2017)
Wind and Temperature
In Iceland the winters are long and dark, but not so cold. In 2016 the 
lowest temperature in Reykjavík was -10.3 °C and the average low 
temperature was 3.6 °C. The wind is more frequent during winters with 
strong gales and the main wind direction comes from east.
The summers are short and mild. The highest temperature in Reykjavík 
in 2016 was 21.3 °C  and the average high temperature 8.9 °C. The 
main wind direction comes from west during summer. The city receives 
around 1,300 annual hours of sunshine and overall the summer tends to 
be the sunniest season. (Veðurstofa íslands, 2017)
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19. Windrose for the whole year in Iceland (2009-2017). 18. The Icelandic coastal weather.
Precipitation
The graph shows average amount of days (24h) with precipitation 
during a month. When precipitation has surpassed 1mm per day (24h) 
it is defined as a day with precipitation. The mean period is 1961–1990.
(Yr, 2017)
These numbers show us that the amount of precipitation is rather stable 
over the year and with climate change and more extreme weather events 
it´s important to take care of the storm water in new developments. The 
average precipitation for 2016 was 933 mm. (Veðurstofa Ísland, 2017)
Solar Chart 2017
Winter solstice 21 December
Sunrise at 11:22 am, azimuth angle 150 degrees.
Sunset at 15:30 pm, azimuth angle 210 degrees.
Solar elevation at noon around 0-10 degrees
Summer solstice 21 June
Sunrise at 2:55 am, azimuth angle 30 degrees.
Sunset at 00:04 pm, azimuth angle 330 degrees.
Solar elevation at noon around 50 degrees. (Gaisma, 2017)
20. Winter solstice 21 December and summer solstice 21 June. 21. Average precipitation per month for the period 1961-1990.
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The story of Reykjavík began when the Norwegian settler Ingólfur 
Arnarson decided the location of his settlement by throwing out his high 
seat pillars into the ocean where he saw the coastline, then settled where 
the pillars came to shore in 874. Steam from hot springs in the region 
is said to have inspired Reykjavík´s name. But for next thousand years 
there where no villages or towns in Iceland, only farms. In 1752 sixteen 
houses called “furnishings” formed a factory village in Reykjavík and 
the village got municipal rights. In 1800 all the main institutions where 
moved to Reykjavík and in the end of the 19th century it became the 
main trading center of Iceland.  (Reynarsson, 2014)
In the beginning of the 20th century people started to move from small 
seaside villages all over Iceland to the capital, looking for jobs. This was 
largely due to improved technology in agriculture that reduced the need 
for manpower. From 1903 to 1920 the population growth in Reykjavík 
went from 7.000 to 17.500.  (Reynarsson, 2014)
The first master plan of Reykjavík was made in 1927 with emphasis on 
squares, street views and public buildings. All the inhabitants lived within 
a walking distance from the center and farming and agriculture were a 
big part of the town. The car ownership in the town was within 1000 cars 
and the plan was made with focus on walkable environment and human 
dimensions.  
From a farming village to a car-based city
After the second world war, in 1965, the next master plan was approved. 
With more population growth came demand for more houses. The human 
scale was pushed aside by the car and the focus was on zoning in land 
use, classification of streets and motorway planning. In next decades 
the town grew bigger to southeast with suburbs and a once primitive 
village was rapidly transformed into a city. in 1962 car ownership was 
103 cars for 1000 inhabitants and since then private car became more 
common and in 2008 it had increased to 700 cars for 1000 inhabitants. 
(Reynarsson, 2014)
Over the last decades the human dimensions in cities all over the world 
have been overlooked and car traffic has been more in focus. Dominant 
planning ideologies - modernism in particular - have put a low priority 
on public space, pedestrianism and the role of city space as a meeting 
place for urban dwellers. (Gehl, 2010)
 In the post-war years much of Reykjavík lost its village feeling 
and today Reykjavík is a car-based city known for it´s urban sprawl. The 
master plan from 1965 had a big impact on how the city was planned 
and affects our everyday life with long time in commuting; traffic jams in 
rush hours, non-walkable environment and lack of city live.
1.5_Reykjavík planning history
2017 2017
2017 2017
Site Site
Site Site
22. The year 1786. 23. The year 1920.
24. The year 1960. 25. The year 1986.
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Over the last 25 years the population in the capital area has increased by 
70.000 and it´s predicted that the yearly population growth will be around 
1,1% until 2040. In the past few years the development has been that 
each inhabitant is taking more and more land space. The average for one 
hectare in 1985 was 54 inhabitants but in 2012 it had gone down to 35 
inhabitants per hectare. This expansion has contributed to urban sprawl 
with longer distances and increased car traffic. (Samtök sveitarfélaga á 
höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015). 
The car ownership is high in the capital area and in 2012 is was 126.000 
cars, which gives us 1,5 car for each home. If the increase in car 
ownership will be in same proportion together as the population growth, 
the car increase will be around 40 thousand cars until 2040. That equals 
all the cars in these three municipalities: Kópavogur, Hafnarfjörður and 
Mosfellsbær. (Samtök sveitarfélaga á höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015).
 Cars take up a lot of room whether they are driven or parked. And 
when speed in urban areas is increased from walking speed  up to 60 
or 100 km/h all spatial dimensions increase dramatically, and image and 
vision for likely cityscape follows along. (Jan Gehl, “Cities for people”) 
In Reykjavík 48% of the land use goes under car infrastructure which is 
similar to car cities in North America. The car infrastructure in Reykjavík 
creates obstacles between neighbourhoods, especially for walking and 
biking pedestrians. (Aðalskipulag Reykjavíkur 2010-2030, 2017)
City scape for cars rather then people
2012  - 126.000 cars 
1 and 1/2 car per home
2040 -166.000 cars
40.000 increase
43,5 %
25,8 %
23,9 %
23,9 %
18,8 %
Other 13,8 %
43,5 %
25,8 %
23,9 %
23,9 %
18,8 %
Other 13,8 %
1.6_Urban sprawl and car use
Impermeable surface 
43,5 % under car infrastructure
Parkings vs. buildings
Parkings take more space then houses
Kópavogur
Hafnarfjörður
Mosfellsbær
28. The car city scape 1.
30 The car city scape 3. 31. The car city scape 4.
29. The car city scape 2.
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The main characteristics of the districts
1. Vesturbær: One of the oldest districts with a lot of single family houses 
with nice street views and attractive environment. close connection to 
the sea which affects topographical names and the history of the area. 
2. Miðborg: The city center with most of the institutional buildings and 
rich cultural history. The shopping street Laugarvegur is well known for 
vibrant city life and is a tourist attraction. The two main universities and 
center of domestic flight in Iceland are located in the city center. 
3. Hlíðar: Diverse area with mixed use, mostly small apartments in 
multi-family houses and a commercial area in the north. Good access to 
service and green areas but heavy traffic goes through the district. 
4. Laugardalur: Mainly residential area with single and multi family 
houses and industrial area on landfills next to the sea. Big green area in 
the middle with recreational and sport facilities. 
5. Háaleiti - Bústaðir: Central area defined by traffic streets. Mainly 
residential but has a big shopping mall, The Kringlan.
6. Breiðholt: A suburb with multi family houses and few high concrete 
blocks, which have become an identity for the area. The neighbourhood 
has high percentage of social houses and immigrants and is next to the 
recreational area Elliðaárdalur. The design site is located in this district.
7. Árbær: A suburb east of the recreational area Elliðaárdalur.
8. Grafarvogur: Low rise suburb area with high percentage of single 
family houses and industrial/work areas in the edges. Good connections 
to the nature and a cemetary in the middle of the area. 
9. Grafarholt: Similar low rise suburb as Grafarvogur with closeness to 
the nature.
Today most of the urban functions happen in the western part of Reykjavík, 
in the city center and the neighbourhoods around, and that area is the 
biggest tourist attraction. Most of the work places are also located there 
so there is heavy traffic from the suburbs and the international airport 
into the city center in rush hours. To spread the tourist flow around the 
city each neighbourhood has to have its own identity, different attraction, 
mixed use and more urban functions. Today the suburbs all look to 
similar  when it comes to typologies and character. 
1.7_Reykjavík districts
1
2
3
4
5
6
Site
7
8
9
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“We form the cities - then the cities form us”
Jan Gehl
2_The Capital Region in the Future
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Future Trends in the Regional Plan 2012-2040
The future trends of the capital area until 2040 are roughly 
divided into five goals. 
Efficient growth refers to densification within the existing 
urban fabric and to strengthen the center of each neighborhood.
Effective transportations refer to transport system that 
offers more sustainable way of traveling and creates better 
connections between the municipalities. 
Advance and competiveness refers to strengthening the 
capital area as an international capital by directing investments 
in infrastructure that increases the diversity of the economy. 
Healthy environment refers to accessibility to fresh air, 
untreated drinking water and distances to diverse outdoor 
areas and natural environment. 
Last but not least the microenvironment is important and 
that refers to sustainable neighborhood units with diversity 
in housing, mixed land use with service close by and 
good access to public transports. (Samtök sveitarfélaga á 
höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015).  
2.1_Future trends
40. The capital area consists of six municipalities.
Reykjavík
Seltjarnarnes Mosfellsbær
Kópavogur
Garðabær
Hafnafjörður
Over the last decades the growth of the capital area has 
lead to urban sprawl, which includes longer distances to 
service, jobs and recreation. The main focus of the Regional 
plan is to make clear limits between the urban and the rural 
land and to develop the city within these extension limits. 
The densification will be focused on centers and other 
areas next to transportation nodes and the plan is that the 
proportion of the residential area goes from 30% to 66% 
around these nodes. These centers will be densely built 
with mixed use that will increase the number of jobs and 
residents, with more sufficient use of existing infrastructure. 
The centers will be the key areas for future development and 
they will have diverse activity and service the surrounding 
residential areas. They  are categorized into land, regional, 
and town centers. The number and location of these centers 
has been decided in the regional plan. (Samtök sveitarfélaga á 
höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015). 
Extension limits and densification centers
Expansion limits
Regional center
Site
Land center
Town center
2.2_Efficient growth
41. Future centers, expansion limits and main roads.
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The City Line
Bus stop
Future development
Main tram stop
Center Mixed density
Bus
In 2011 the proportion of travels in private cars in the capital 
area was 75% while it was 4% with public transportations 
and 20% walking and biking. In the regional plan the goal is 
to offer more options, means of transportations that are more 
efficient and environmentally friendly. The goal is to  increase 
the proportion of traveling with public transports to 12% before 
2040. 
The public transportation network is supposed to be two-
ply. On the one hand is the future City Line, either Bus rapid 
transit or Light rail transit, which will connect the main centers 
together. Then there is the existing bus system that will be 
adjusted to the city-line. 
In the development centers people are supposed to be able 
to walk or bike and use the public transit for longer commutes 
from the area. The future City Line will connect these centers 
which will strengthen the municipalities as one capital area. By 
offering more transportation options the use of the private car 
will decrease and the release of green house gases as well. 
(Samtök sveitarfélaga á höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015).  
Public transit and development centers
22% 8%12 %58 %
Walking
15,9%
Biking
4,7%
Public Transports
4%
Car
75%
2011
Travel by:
2040
2.3_Effective transporation
43. Development centers.
42. Future goals.
44. The future City Line - The newest example of the location in the regional plan (2017).
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Today the inhabited area of Reykjavík is too spread with low density, 
which makes it almost impossible for sufficient public transit system to 
function. It´s important that the future development of the city and the 
new public transit system are planned together. That is the main goal of 
the regional plan. (Samtök sveitarfélaga á höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015).  
The development centers next to public transit nodes create many 
possibilities for each neighbourhood. The public transit brings more 
people to the centers, which creates investment and development 
opportunities. These areas are perfect for smaller accommodation for 
individuals and childless people and the public transit makes it easier 
for them to live car-free lifestyle. The public transit also makes it more 
feasible to spread the tourist flow in Reykjavík and to create identity and 
attraction for each neighbourhood. 
Benefits of public transit:
More sustainable - less land use and green house gas emission per 
inhabitant then the private car.
Better mobility – better public health.
More opportunities to travel and be a part of the economy for elderly
Opportunities and benefits of public transit
handicapped, young people and poor. 
More possibilities for densification with new and more sustainable 
accommodations and more investment opportunities.  
Tram is more efficient then traditional buses and makes it easier to 
commute.
Generator for walking which makes the streets livelier. 
More opportunities to spread the tourist flow in the city.
More frequent, bus each 7-10 min in rush hours, so people don´t have 
to rely on special time. The public transit has its own lane and does not 
get stuck in traffic. 
High quality transit stop and accessibility for everyone.
2.4_Opportunities and benefits 2.5_Demographic shift
The Capital area is located in the southwest of Iceland and today almost 
40% of the Icelandic population lives in the capital Reykjavík, around 63% 
live in the capital area and 80% live within an hour drive from Reykjavík. 
It´s predicted that this part will continue to grow and now Reykjavík will 
grow as fast as other municipalities in the capital area with the reverse 
from urban sprawl. (Aðalskipulag Reykjavíkur 2010-2030, 2014)
For last 20 years there has been a change in the age distribution in the 
capital area. The average age has gone from 31,3 years to 34,2 years. 
This development will presumably continue in the next decades. The 
most increase will be in the age of 67 and older, around 38%. Parallel 
to that the development will be slower in the age of 20-39, around 13% 
increase.         
 This development shows us that in the nearest future that there 
will be more increase in household without kids and the demands in 
the housing market will change. There will be more need for smaller 
apartments for individuals and childless families. (Samtök sveitarfélaga 
á höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015).  
The average apartment in Reykjavík is 100 m2 and the housing market 
needs to me more diverse and affordable. Today there is too low supply 
of new houses compared to the demand and young people do not afford 
to buy their own apartments and are stuck in their parents home. 
Change in The Housing Market  
67 years +
38% increase
20-39 years
13% increase
45. Demographic shift.
46. Change in the housing market.
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“Support the zoning changes, the road diets, the 
infrastructure improvements and retrofits that 
are coming soon to a neighbourhood near you”
Ellen Dunham Jones
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3.1_Suburbanisation
Reyjkavík - City or a Suburb?
The city center of Reykjavík is mostly located on the Seltjarnarnes 
peninsula and then the suburbs reach far out to the south and east. 
The city is spread out and most of the urban area consists of low 
density suburbs with widely spaced houses. The suburbs are also 
widely spaced from each other with traffic arteries and a lot of empty 
space in between. This does not contribute to a lively city with attractive 
cityscape. Jan Ghel describes the different experience of a small city 
scale, which can often be found in old dense cities, to the bigger scale 
in newer areas and suburbs very well.
 In narrow streets and small spaces, we can see buildings, 
details and the people around us at a close range. There is much to 
assimilate, buildings and activites abound and we experience them 
with great intensity, We perceive the scene as warm, personal and 
welcoming. This is a sharp contrast to the experience in cities and 
urban complexes where distances, urban space and buildings are 
huge, built-up areas are sprawled out, details are lacking and there 
are no or few people. this type of urban situation is often perceived as 
impersonal, formal and cold.  (Gehl, 2010, 53)
The density in the city center of Reykjavík is rather high but going 
further  to the suburbs the density gets lower with bigger apartments 
and single family houses. The suburb areas are a big part of the city an 
one could ask; is Reykjavík a city or a suburb?
47. Skuggahverfi 149 A/HA
49. Hlíðar 48 A/HA
48. Þingholt 81 A/HA
50. Stekkir 8  A/HA
30. Skuggahverfi
140 apartm. per HA
142 average m2
FAR 2,01-2,72
31. Þingholt
81 apartments per HA
94 average m2
FAR 1,01-1,50 32. Hlíðar
48 apartments per HA
126 average m2
0,50-1,00
33. Stekkir
8 apartments per HA
207 average m2
FAR 0,24-0,50
Fossvogur
18 apartments per HA
162 average m2
FAR 0,24 - 0,50
2,01 - 2,72
1,01 - 1,50
0,51 - 1,00
0,24 - 0,50
FAR 
51. Density map (Reykjavík Municipal Plan 2010-2030).
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3.2_Monofunctional zones
The suburban cityscape is characterized by a car-based sprawl on one 
hand and zoned, monofunctional areas such as office parks, shopping 
centers or modernist housing schemes on the other. In fact, the 21st 
century European city is to a large extend built up of problematic and 
fragmented urban environment, less then 50 years old but already 
defunct, socially stigmatized and in need for transformation. (Kraft, 2012)
This description of the suburban cityscape tells a lot about the character 
of Reykjavík. There are several areas in the capital area that can be 
called monofunctional zoning areas with offices, light industry, car sales, 
bigger retailers and fast food joints. They were built in the outskirt but as 
the city expanded they have become islands within the city. These areas 
become fragile after work hours because they lack residence and public 
life and therefore the streets become empty. 
The design site is one of these monofunctional zones. It´s a suburban 
center called Mjóddin and I chose this site because of its problems. 
Suburbs are usually full of big dominant parking lots and single use 
buildings that encourage car use. The site is defined by motorways 
which divides the city in different parts and create obstacles for walking 
and biking. These are global problems that need to be addressed.
The suburban cityscape
The City center
Kringlan
Skeifan
Mjóddin, the site
Smáralind
52. Monofunctional zones.
53. Skeifan. 54. Kringlan shopping mall.
55. Smáralind shopping mall. 56. Mjóddin service center., the design site.
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3.3_Mjóddin - the design site 3.4_Urban lifestyle in the suburbs
The suburbs do not encourage sustainable lifestyle. The suburban 
dwellers have higher carbon footprint then the urban dwellers and they 
drive more. Detach buildings leak more energy through exterior surface 
and suburban living also supports sedentary lifestyle with increase in 
obesity and higher risk for cardiovascular disease and diabetes.  
The demographic shift in the society also changes the suburbs. They 
are not as family driven anymore and there is more demand for urban 
lifestyle. The retiring baby boomers (group born during post-world war II) 
want mixed-age and mixed-use communities. 
The suburbs were built out on cheap land where it made sense to have 
big parking lots surrounding single use buildings. Today these parking 
lots have central location, as the city has grown around them, and the 
land has become too valuable. The suburbs need to be transformed into 
more sustainable places and it´s better to redirect the growth back into 
existing communities that need a boozt, instead of continuing to tear 
down trees and green space in the edges. (Jones, 2011)
Why urbanize the suburbs?
CITY
CITY
SUBURB
SUBURB
58. Central location.
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“Dominant planning ideologies have rejected city space and 
city life as untimely and unnecessary. Planning has been 
heavily dedicated to the idea of developing rational and 
streamlined setting for necessary acitivities. increasing car 
traffic has swept city life of the stage or made travel by foot 
totally impossible. Trade and service functions have largely 
been concentrated in large indoor shopping malls“
Jan Gehl, 2010, 26.
4_Mjóddin - site and district analysis
4.1. Mjóddin 
4.2. The site in a bigger city scale
4.3. The site - Analysis
4.4. Breiðholt - One of the first suburb
4.5. Breiðholt  - Planning history
4.6. Breiðholt - Architecture and identity
4.7. Breiðholt - Analysis
4.8. Conclusions
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Mjóddin is a typical suburban area built after the second world war with 
single use buildings surrounded by big parking lots. The name of the 
area relates to a small service and transportation center. Mjóddin offers 
main service such as grocery store, health care, pharmacy, bakery, bus 
station, cinema and other retail stores. North of Mjóddin are two gas 
stations, a garden center, a car sale and a liquor store. Traffic streets 
define the area and create an island where the access is better for 
cars then pedestrians. The outdoor environment is characterized by 
undefined green areas and is not attractive for walking or spending time 
outdoors. The area lacks good public places and the architecture needs 
to be improved. 
 The area is well connected with public transports and is supposed 
to become a future center that will be developed together with the City 
line. In the municipal plan the area is defined as a development area for 
100-200 new apartments and mixed use for 2020-2024. (Aðalskipulag 
Reykjavíkur 2010-2030, 2014)
The bus station in Mjóddin is one of the biggest in Reykjavík and all the 
buses that go to the rural area in Iceland stop there. There are three 
other main bus stations in Reykjavík but the plan is to strenghten the one 
that is located in the city center (BSÍ) and in the future that station will be 
the main transportation center for the city. The bus station in Mjóddin will 
still remain but there will be less bus traffic. This creates different kind of 
A service and a transit center 
opportunities for Mjóddin and with the future City line there will still be a 
lot of people that pass by in every day life. 
The service/shopping center in Mjóddin is also under pressure from two 
big shopping malls nearby. The service in Mjóddin today is more for 
people to pass by, do their grocery shopping and to see the doctor. It´s 
not a place that you want to stay at, meet friends and have a cup of 
coffe in an attractive environment. But with future canges there is an 
opportunity to create a third place with more urban activities for people 
to enjoy. Since the suburbs have become less focused on families there 
is more need for places like that. 
4.1_Mjóddin 
Retail
59. Mjóddin - service
Groceries
Offices/service Transit
Health care Organisations
Beauty Recreation
Breiðholtsbraut
4 lanes
60 km/hours 
Reykjanesbraut
4-6 lanes
70 km/hour 
Garden Center Light industry
Bank
Cinema
Liquor store
Bus station
Service cneter
Church
Apartments
Retirement and nursing home 
Cas Station
Car Sale
Cas Station
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61. The site in a bigger city scale.
Shopping center
City center
Transport center
15 min. bike radius (3,8 km)
Site
Breiðholt
4.2_The Site in a bigger City Scale
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4.3_The Site - analysis
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65. Windrose for december (2009-2017).
Light Industry Bus stop
Car entrance
Parkings
Connections
Indoor walking street
Low point
64. Windrose for July (2009-2017). 
63. Solar chart - 21. march + september.
62. The site, analysis. 
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Connections - underpasses
With increasing capacity on roads in the 1950s-1970s the traffic became 
more segregated to prevent accidents to pedestrians. That led pedestrians 
to go under or over roads by means of pedestrian underpasses and 
bridges. Pedestrian underpasses have the disadvantage of being dark 
and people feel insecure if they are unable to see very far ahead. These 
abandoned underpasses belong to a certain time and philosophy. (Gehl, 
2010) 
 There are three underpasses that connect the site to the 
surroundings. Two of them are shorter and brighter but the one that goes 
under the biggest traffic street is to long, narrow and dark (red). These 
kind of entrances to the site are not attractive and welcoming.
66. Mjóddin - connections.
67. Underpass. 68. Underpass. 69. Underpass.
Connections - green
A good city for walking must function all year around, day and night. 
In winter it´s important that snow and ice area cleared, pedestrian and 
bycycle paths first. Lighting is also important once night falls, it gives 
people sense of security. Sufficient light is needed on pavement, surface 
and steps so that pedestrians can move safely. (Gehl, 2010) 
These connections are more attractive then the underpasses and rather 
wide. The surface could give more character with different material and 
there is need for more lighting. During night it might feel unsave since 
there are no houses facing the paths. 
70. Mjóddin - green connections.
71. Connections. 72. Connections. 73. Connections.
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Walking environment
Street pattern, the design of space, rich details and intense experiences 
influence the quality of pedestrian routes and pleasure in walking. The 
city´s “edges“ also play a role. We have a lot of time to look around as 
we walk, and the quality of the ground floor facades we pass by at eye 
level, is very important to the quality of the tour. (Gehl, 2010)
The walking environment in Mjóddin is rather uninviting and does not 
encourage people to walk for enjoyment or to the bus.  The outdoors 
environment lacks maintenance and cars are dominant wherever you 
look.
74. Mjóddin - walking environment.
75. Sidewalk. 76. Sidewalk. 77. Sidewalk.
Public places
Cities must provide good conditions for people to walk, sit, stand, 
watch, listen and talk. If these basic activities can take place under 
good conditions, these and related activities will be able to unfold in all 
possible combinations in the human landscape. Of all the planning tools 
available, attention to this small scale is the most important. (Gehl, 2010)
The public places around the shopping center are in bad condition and 
the environment is unattractve. There is an overbuilt walking street in the 
middle of the service center which is good in the Icelandic climate an has 
the potential to become more vibrant with chance of functions and the 
future City line stop in the site.  
78. Mjóddin - public places.
79. Mjóddin - indoor walking street. 80. Square. 81. Square.
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Architecture - 60 km/h architecture 
Driving  in a car at 50 to 100 km/h we miss out on the opportunity to grasp 
detail and see people. At such high speeds spaces need to be large and 
all signals have to be simplified so that drivers and passengers can take 
in the information. The 60 km/h scale has large spaces and wide roads. 
Buildings are seen at a distance, and only generalities are perceived. 
Details and multifaceted sensory experiences dissapear. Taking a walk 
in 60 km/h architecture is uninteresting and tiring. (Gehl, 2010) 
The architecture in the site lacks all details and aesthetics. It´s a 60 km/h 
architecture that is supposed to be perceived from the road in a car.
82. Mjóddin - architecture.
83. Architecture. 84. Architecture. 85. Architecture.
Uninteresting shops 
There are various types of services located in Mjóddin service center 
including a health care center, grocery store and a bank.These functions 
are important for the area, expecially for the residents of the elderly 
home which is close by. Mjóddin is a place to pass by, not a place that 
you want to stay at, meet friends and have a cup of coffe in an attractive 
environment. Most of the shops in Mjóddin are out of date and there is 
a need for something that attracts people to the area. However there 
are some new interesting functions and could be a start of something 
different. These functions are for example a fishmonger that sells fresh 
fish, a second hand shop and a family and multicultural center. There is 
also a dance school on the second floor that could become more visible.
86. Mjóddin service center.
87. Uninteresting shops. 88. Uninteresting shops. 89. The second hand shop
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Mjóddin is a part of a bigger district in Reykjavík called Breiðholt which 
was planned in the sixties. Breiðholt got its name from a farm that 
was once on the outskirts of Reykjavik. It is one of the first suburbs in 
Reykjavík that was connected to the old city center with motorways with 
open green areas in-between. It is a typical suburb where the residents 
leave the neighbourhood in work hours witch makes it fragile during the 
day. Breiðholt is Iceland´s clearest example of the dominant policy after 
the second world war which was to quickly construct cheap apartments, 
targeted generally for the working class. 
Today Breiðholt is one of the largest districts in Reykjavík with population 
around 20.000 and 10% hold foreign citizenship. It is around 500 HA 
and includes three neighbourhoods: Lower-Breiðholt, Upper-Breiðholt 
and Seljahverfi. It´s furthermore the district that has received the most 
negative press coverage through the years and is know for being “a 
ghetto”. Since the district was built as a solution for housing problems it 
has 1.786 social apartments, or 23,4 % of all the apartments. They are 
mostly located in Upper-Breiðholt and it has been criticized for having to 
many social housing in the same area. (Kristjánsdóttir, 2002)
One of the first suburbs
4.4_Breiðholt - the district
90. The swimming pool in Breiðholt.
91. The Cultural Center Gerðuberg. 92. An old dance hall in Breiðholt.
93. A graffiti which says “the police doesn´t care about you!“. 94. The skiing area in Breiðholt.
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4.5_Breiðholt - Planning History
Population boom
1960
Lower Breiðholt
1967-1973
Upper Breiðholt
1970-1982
Seljahverfi
1974-1985
Breiðholt used to be an outer 
boundary to the inhabited areas 
of Reykjavík. Due to population 
pressure in the 1960s, work began 
implementing zoning plans for all 
of Reykjavík. Development plans 
where published for Breiðholt in 
1966 in the hills east of the city. Bad 
housing had been a big problem, 
forcing many families to live in the 
cold, frail barracks that the army 
had left behind. The idea was to 
build single-family houses and low-
priced aparments buildings mixed 
together.
The three different housing 
typologies in this neighbourhood 
are separated with streets. Row 
houses in the west, single-family 
houses in the north and the 
apartment blocks on the east hill. 
This was done so all the houses 
would have a view. The U-shaped 
block typology was new in Iceland, 
each block had a garden facing a 
big open shared area and minimum 
car-access was supposed to make 
the walking environment more 
save. Mjóddin is located next to this 
neighbourhood. 
Upper Breiðholt is much denser 
then originally planned, with up to 
12.000 residents. To get this density, 
82% of the houses are multi-family 
houses.  Previous experience 
from the building of the U-shaped 
blocks was too expensive so the 
final outcome was long straight 
blocks. One block there even got 
the nickname  “Long Nonsense” for 
being 300 m long with 20 staircases 
for 7-800 people.
The plan for this part was a 
neighbourhood with multi-family 
houses and row houses adapted 
to the landscape with minimum 
shading. The houses where built 
in clusters with a sheltered outdoor 
area. The identity of the houses 
was supposed to be mono-pitched 
roofs. Today the neighbourhood is 
very diverse with range from small 
apartments in multi-family houses 
to the biggest single-family houses 
in Reykjavík.  (Kristjánsdóttir, 2002)
99. Lower Breiðholt, Bakkarnir. Picture taken around 1970. 100. Upper Breiðholt 1976.
102. Seljahverfi under construction 1976.101. Part of Lower Breiðholt 1974.
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Architecture today can be homogeneous, especially in the western 
world. Buildings are no longer site specific and have become similar all 
over the world. The main reason for that is globalization, transportations 
improvements and open economy. (Stefánsson, 2008) Breiðholt was 
built in the time of the modernism and the buildings do not relate to 
Icelandic heritage and could be located anywhere in the world. 
The district of Breiðholt was quickly constructed  compared to usual 
construction speed and therefore the quality of the houses was not so high. 
Rough concrete apartment blocks are dominant in the neighbourhood 
and the highest are located on the top of the hill and are visual from all 
over Reykjavík. (Samtök sveitarfélaga á höfuðborgarsvæðinu, 2015).  
The environment shapes us and brings out various feelings and thoughts. 
What affects us are among other color use, material use, diversity, 
proportion, shape and the form of buildings. (Stefánsson, 2008) Walking 
around in the neighbourhood or next to the shopping center does not 
give much restoration or bring out these feelings. It lacks aesthetics 
and diversity, better proportion between houses and streets and more 
attractive environment. 
The  graffiti art on the facades is a part of a the municipalities campaign 
to create an identity for the area with art in public spaces in Upper- 
Breiðholt. The artist ERRÓ is well known for his postmodern style  and 
is one of the best contemporary artist in Iceland. 
4.6_Architecture and Identity 
103. Asparfell, Upper Breiðholt. Rough concrete apartment blocks. 
104. Seljahverfi, the identity of the houses was supposed to be mono-pitched roofs.
105. Art in public places creates more vivid urban environemnt in the suburb.
106. Art in public places creates more vivid urban environemnt in the suburb. 107. Art in public places creates more vivid urban environemnt in the suburb.
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Housing balance Service
The  housing balance in Breiðholt is good and offers small apartments 
to big detached houses. The neighbourhood has 1.957 detached 
houses and 5.317 apartments in multi-family house, more then any 
other neighbourhood in the capital area. Breiðholt was planned so that 
people of all age groups could get apartments and they would not have 
to change neigbourhood growing older. 
The main service is good in the district and in every neighbourhood are 
schools, kindergartens, grocery stores and a small center. Mjóddin is 
the  service center for the whole district and has a potential to become 
an attractive urban center.
4.7_Breiðholt analysis
Detached houses
Row houses
Multi-family houses
Service, industry and other
Service and centers
Light industry and service
Kindergarten
Elementary school
Swimming pool
Sport facility
Walking Biking
The pedestrian connections are rather good in the whole district, both 
main and secondary, but the walking environment and public places 
lack maintenance. Attractive environment and cityscape together with 
distance can make a difference if people are supposed to walk instead 
of drive. 
Mjóddin is located next to walking and biking paths that connect to other 
city parts. Biking is not that encouraging in the district and lacks secondary 
connections. Biking and walking paths are usually not seperated but 
they should be more divided for better safety and mobility. To encourage 
biking it´s recommended to increase bike parkings and make it a priority 
to clear the paths when it’s snowing. 
North - City center
West
South
East
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Public transport Traffic 
The overall accessibility to bus stops in the district is good but they are 
not reliable since they can get stuck in traffic during rush hours. Two 
buses drive in the district and they drive four times per hour in busy hours 
(6:36-9:21 and 14:06-18:21) but only two times per hour in-between. 
They start driving at 06:34 in the morning and drive until 00:47.  
Reykjanesbraut
70 km/hour - 49.500 cars
Over 6 mill. cars p. year
70 + db (A) in 4 m height.
65-70 db (A) in 4 m height.
Big traffic roads with heavy traffic define the design site. These 
measurements show the average noise for one day. The average noise 
pollution from both of the big roads, Reykjanesbraut and Breiðholtsbraut, 
is higher then what is allowed in residential areas, which is not over 55-
65 db. This has to be taken into account in the future development of the 
site. (Umhverfisstofnun, 2010)
Breiðholtsbraut
60 km/hours - 21.000 cars
3-6 mill. cars p. year
The district is  located next to Elliðaárdalur and  Fossvogsdalur that 
are two big reacreational areas in Reykjavík. It has skiing area and the 
district is rather green all over with rich vegetation. 
The design site is located next to big traffic roads and the greenery on 
the site is similar to the greenery that is in-between traffic arteries, big 
undefined green lawns with little vegetation.
 
District - green Site - green
Breiðholt-swamp
Skiing area
Elliðárdalur
Fossvogsdalur
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4.8_Conclusions
Breiðholt is one of the biggest districts in Reykjavík with population 
around 20.000 inhabitants. It´s known for being called the “ghetto“ 
because of social problems and negative press coverage. But after 
further investigations the district has a lot of good qualities and possibilies 
to become a popular district  that is well connected to the rest of the city 
with the future city line.
The gentrification has already started with the municipalities campaign to 
change the image of the district and people have become more positive 
about the district. The rap scene in Iceland is big at the moment and 
rappers that come from the district are proud of their “ghetto“ and have 
been shooting music videos there. The sport facilities are good in the 
district and that has a good affect on the society living there. 
The district is located next to one of the biggest outdoor recreational 
area in the city and it´s the only district in the city with a skiing area. The 
district is rather green but the outdoor areas and the public places lack 
maintainence. The housing balance is good and the overall service as 
well. The planning of the district brought new ideas to Iceland that still 
are valuable today, for example; houses built in clusters with sheltered 
outdoor areas, u-shaped blocks with playground in the middle and 
minimum car access that makes the walking environment saver. 
This is an attempt to start the urbanization of the suburbs.
The design site is supposed to become a future center that will be 
developed together with the city line. In the municipal plan the area is 
defined as a development area for 100-200 new apartments and mixed 
use for 2020-2024. (Aðalskipulag Reykjavíkur 2010-2030, 2014)
The design site today is not something that the residents are proud of 
and think of as their center with attractive urban life. it´s planned for car 
access and needs to be changed if it´s supposed to act as the center of 
Breiðholt the district. It has the location to become the main entrance to 
the district and has to mark the identity and the unique position of the 
district within the city. 
The new design proposal is an outcome from analysis of the district and 
the site and the aim is to create a walkable and attractive well-connected 
suburban center. The proposal consists of retrofitting existing buildings, 
playful public realm that is active in different seasons, new public transit 
and new housing for residential, offices and commercial spaces. 
This is an attempt to start the urbanization of the suburbs.
116 .Food store in Breiðholt that was called “Breiðholtskjör“.
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“Sport is one of the few institutions in society where 
people can still agree on the rules. No matter where 
you´re from, what you believe in and wich language 
you speak, you can walways play fotball together“
Bauman
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5.1_Breiðholt - district strategy
 Embrace the greenery Strengthen local 
service and centers
Activate paths with 
recreation and play
Embrace the green image of the area with 
green network that connects to the green 
areas and green roofs,  create a new green 
suburban center for the district.
Provide main service in a walking distance (500 
m) for each neighbourhood and strengthen 
the community feeling. The suburban center 
in Mjóddin offers main service together with 
more urban activities. 
Make certain green paths stronger and 
use recreation and play in public places to 
encourage people to walk and bike to the City 
line stop and use the public transit. Create an 
urban circle with city streets with higher density, 
slower traffic and more activity and life.  
Walking and running path
Urban circle - city streets 
Recreation and play
Sports
117 118 119
5.2_ Site - challenges and goals
- Car based area with big 
parking lots and heavy traffic
-  Lack of identity and sense 
of place.
- Unappealing “big box“ 
architecture and outdoor 
environment
- Cold climate and dark long 
winters in Iceland
+ Create identity and public 
realm for everyone
+ Urbanize the area and 
improve architecture 
+ Increase the outdoor use 
by designing for seasonal 
change and cold climate
+ Create a walkable center 
and reduce the traffic impact
120 121 122 123
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5.3_ Site - strategy 
Improve connections and add water 
management along paths and 
streets to make the environment 
more functional and attractive and 
encourage people to use the public 
transit.
Introduce a playful public realm for 
multicultural society with diverse 
public function, strong  identity and 
outdoor functions all year around.
Add public transit to the site and 
develope a suburban center that 
blocks the sound pollution from 
the streets and offers walkable 
environment and urban functions.
Retrofit and activate existing 
buildings, improve architecture and 
create places for people to stay at, 
not just pass by.
Add public transit and urbanize Playful public realmRetrofit and activate Improve connections
124 125 126 127
5.4_MJÓDDIN - live - work - play! 
128. Mjóddin bird eye view.
Mjóddin
Bank
Cinema
Church
Kindergarten
The garden center
Park and play
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The new Mjóddin goes from being a place to pass by to a place to play 
and stay. A playful public realm and new urban activities will hopefully 
bring people to the area in all kind of weathers all year around.
The area is urbanized around two existing buildings, Mjóddin service 
center and the Garden center, that have been retrofitted and have 
become generators for the area. They are well connected to the new 
City line stops and offer activities such as grocery store, café, health 
care, allotment gardens, skate park, restaurants and other recreation. 
The new development includes 447 new apartments and 19.000 m2 of 
new office space. The density is 24 apartments per hectare while the 
average density in the district is 15 apartments per hectare.  
Higher density, better microclimate, diversity in housing typologies and 
colors, active facades and lively groundfloors that connect to the outdoor 
areast are all things that improve walkability together with the new public 
transit, the City line. New and improved old connections are supposed 
to create better mobility. To improve underpasses there is a new walking 
bridge over the darkest underpass and higher density next to the other 
makes them more save with eyes on the street. The new residents 
have the possibility to choose car free lifestyle and smaller apartments. 
Functions such as car sharing, city bikes, social green houses and repair 
café are supposed to encourage more social and sustainable living. The 
social green houses in every courtyard offer each community to e.g. grow 
food, share work places, share guesthouse or share activities such as 
yoga and more. There is also a strong connection to the existing elderly 
home and functions in the area will activate the old people for e.g. fix 
things in the repair café, get to know the new culture in the multicultural 
center and try exotic food in the international food square. 
Charging station
Car drop off Park and ride
Car wash
Play
Allotment gardens
Restaurant
Skate park
 green house Tram stop
Community end
Community end
Offices
Bus 
square
Bus stop
Bus station
Bike parking
City bikes
Pedestrian bridge Car drop off
Green housePlay
Play
Play
Play
Offices
A
Office park
Roof park
Entrance square
Café
Car sharing Graffiti wall
Cinema
Bank
Outdoor
 cinema Water square
Church
Playful hills
Offices
Kindergarten
Play Play
Sitting stepsOffice park
129. Master plan.
A1
Public realm and places
Traffic and public transit Pedestrians and biking
Activity
Park and ride
760 parkings 
City line stop
Car sharing City line stop
Bus stop
Park and ride
316 parkings
Traffic
City line
Green area
Water area
Playground
Entrance square
Community end
Wait for the bus square
Allotment gardens
Park and play
Public realm
Most activity in ground floor
Pedestrians - main
Pedestrians - secondary
Biking
130 131
132 133
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5.5_Design principles
Cold climate
Good biking facilities near 
houses that protect  bikes 
from rain and snow can 
increase bike use.
In cold climate people have to be 
able to wait in shelter from wind, 
snow and rain for the public 
transit.
Appropriate lightning and shelter 
for dark winters and strong 
wind can make a difference 
for outdoor use in the urban 
environment. 
In Iceland the houses are heated 
with geothermal water and the 
waste water can be reused to heat 
up sidewalks and melt ice. 
Shared community green houses for 
each courtyard to e.g. grow vegetable, 
store bikes and for gathering when 
it´s cold and windy outside. 
Sheltered bike stands Sheltered transit stops Lightning and shelter Waste water to heat sidewalks Community green house
134 135 136 137 138
Heat observing material
Trees as wind braker
Solar reflecting material
Height difference for moresolar access
Public realm
Semi private
Semi public
Green roofs
Green courtyards
Green connections
Courtyards
Continuous public realm The green network Microclimate
The public realm connects the area together and creates 
better mobility with interesting connections in-between 
the houses and diverse semi public/private areas. The 
public realm is supposed to offer places for everyone 
with day and evening use all year around. 
The network intergrades the nature in to the urban 
environment and creates a richer biodiversity and 
ecological balance. The network connects the 
surrounding green areas together and the green roofs 
block off the sound pollution, improve air quality, reduce 
storm water runoff and energy demands and last but not 
least provide green space and more aesthetics.
In Iceland it´s very important to design for better 
microclimate. With different heights of the houses and 
pitched roofs the courtyard gets more sun throughout 
the day. Heat absorbing materials absorb the sun and 
heat up the nearest environment together with the solar 
reflecting materials. The trees and the houses act as 
windbreaker.
139 140 141
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5.6_Typologies
Re-development of typologies from the district
Existing multi-family house (3 floors) with mono-pitched roof from 
Seljahverfi that is an identity for the neighbourhood. The new typology 
is retrofitted with green roof and offers smaller apartments (6x100m2). 
Existing single-family row house (two floors) from Lower-Breiðholt with 
flat roofs. The new typology is retrofitted with pithed roof that gives nicer 
street view and offers smaller apartments (6x100m2).
Existing U-shaped typology from Lower-Breiðholt with shared green area 
in the middle. The new typology offers more diversity in roofs, height and 
creates better connection to the surrounding environment. It has smaller 
and more flexible apartments, student housing and  roof garden with 
green house for the residence.
All the typologies mixed together in a half open courtyard with diverse 
building typologie and shared area in the middle.
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New typologies - size and functions
6 apartments 100 m2
2 floors
6 apartments 100 m2
2 floors
4 apartments
75 m2
2-3 floors
9 apartments
75 m2
3 floors
Higher blocks
5-7 - 4x187m2 flexible apartments
3-5 - 14x50m2 student apartments
1-3 - 12x80m2
Offices
Block sound pollution
Offices
Public function such as 
library on ground floor to 
connect to service center
50m2 - 112 student apartments
75 m2 - 102 apartments
80m2 - 96 apartments
100m2 - 24 on site, 52 around site
187m2 - 20 flexible apartments 
= 447 new apartments on 18 HA, 24 apartments P/HA
+
146
148
149
150 151
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5.7_Green infrastructure
Retention pond
Bioswale
Channel
Rain garden
Retention pond
16m/361m =  4% slope
In recent years people have become more aware of climate 
change and with extreme weather events it´s even more 
important to take care of storm water in urban areas. Heavy 
rains happen more frequently in Iceland and last summer 
2017 basements on the design site got flooded. That shows 
the importance of implementing green infrastructure in the new 
development.  
Green infrastructure promotes the natural movement of water, 
instead of allowing it to wash into streets and down storm drains. 
Green infrastructure also has the added benefit of beautifying 
neighborhoods and increasing property values.
On the site the storm water is collected from the neighbourhood 
above the site in bioswales, channels and pipes. The swales 
allow storm water to flow and filter through vegetation and 
gravel. They temporarily store storm water runoff on the top 
of the soil and filter sediment and pollutant as water infiltrates 
down through the planter. When the swales become full they 
are connected with channels and pipes (where it´s needed) to 
transfer the water down to the design site where it finally ends 
in retention ponds. The channels on the site also collect storm 
water from the roofs. 
Green roofs reduce the volume and the speed of storm water 
runoff by temporarily storing storm water, provide added 
insulation and noise reduction compared to conventional roofs, 
increase biodiversity and habitat and provide green spaces.
(Pelzer, K. and Tam, L., 2013) 157. Storm water management.
Green roofs - 50% less runoff water of annual precipitation.
Green roof details 
Scale 1:25
Filter sheet 1 cm
The filter is made to 
hold water and is used 
as an underlay under 
the vegetation mat for 
tilted roofs. 
Extra drainage 1.5 cm
The underlay works with the 
filter when there is a need for 
extra drainage on flat roofs.  
Green walls  
Green walls and climbing plants 
improve air quality and take up 
less space then street trees. 
Vegetation mat  3 cm
The species in the 
vegetation mat have high 
resistance for cold climate. 
Curb
To protect and hold the 
vegetation mat there is 
a curb on the edges with 
holes for storm water to 
pass. 3 cm
3 cm
1,5 cm
1 cm
1 cm
158. Green roof details.
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Rain garden details 
Scale 1:50
Pooling zone
Storm water runoff
Roof drain pipe
Detention/filtration zone
Retention/recharge zone
Native plants to intercept runoff and  
allow it to infiltrate the soil
Overflow structure
Pollutants removed 
as stormwater filters 
through soil media 
and plant roots
Rainwater pipe to stream outlet 
(if needed)
Gravel drainage layer
Rain garden - 30% more infiltration than lawns
50 cm
800 cm
100 cm
159. Rain garden details.
Bioswale and snow collection
Storm water runoff
Waste water from houses to melt snow
Rainwater pipe to stream outlet (if needed) Gravel drainage layer 
Frost line - the depth 
which groundwater 
in soil is expected to 
freeze.
Native plants to intercept runoff and 
allow it to infiltrate the soil
Pollutants removed as 
stormwater filters through 
soil media and plant roots
During winter snow is removed 
from streets into the bioswales 
to filter the pollution from the 
snow before it goes to the 
ground water.
Bioswale details
scale 1:50
Storm water channels collect water from 
roofs and transfer water from swales to 
ponds if they get flooded in heavy rains. 
50 cm
300 cm
100 cm
40 cm
10x15 cm
160. Bioswale and snow collection.
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Bioswale and play
Storm water runoff
Roof drain pipe
Rainwater pipe to stream outlet 
(if needed) Gravel drainage layer 
Pollutants removed as 
stormwater filters through soil 
media and plant roots
Native plants to intercept runoff and  
allow it to infiltrate the soil
65 cm
65 cm
161. Bioswale and play.
500 cm
Bioswale details
Scale 1:50
165. The big retention pond is connected to a water pipe system and works as a playful gathering point all year around.  
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Green infrastructure in the urban environment
Rain gardenGreen roofs
Pedestrian and bike bridge
Bioswale
Office
Office
Office
Waste water to melt ice
Green roofs and special materials in the 
facades and windows block off the sound 
pollitions from the streets around.
7 m
14,49 m
Offices
Offices
Library
Storage and receipt of goods 
Rain garden
Waste water to melt ice
Servie and shopping center
Indoor walking street
Indian restaurant
152 153
156. Section A-A1 from west to east that shows the green infrastructure, typologies, color and material use, the service center and the city line. 
Bioswale + play Bioswale + snow collection
Storage and receipt of goods 
Service 
Health care
Hamburger take away
Community green houseInstallation alley
Retail
Apartments
Apartments Apartments
Apartments
Waste water to melt ice from sidewalks
CITY LINE 
Bioswale
Waste water to melt ice
5 m 3 m 6 m 7,2 m 6 m 2,5 m 2,5 m
154 155
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5.8_Seasonal change
The bioswales are a part of a storm water management system but they also 
improve aesthetics and are functional all year around. When it rains they 
filtrate the pollution from the storm water, slow it down and finally sink it back 
to the ground water and maintain the natural water cycle. During winters 
the swales can be used to collect snow from the streets and filtrate the 
pollution away. Normally when snow is removed from streets with machines 
they create big piles of snow that collects pollution from the cars, take up a 
lot of space and can create danger when kids start to play in the piles next 
to streets. 
The vegetation will be planted after seasonal change 
so there will always be something green or new for each 
season. Everything is in blossom during the summer and 
when the autumn comes the design will allow the autumn 
colors to give character to each space. During winter 
evergreen trees give shelter and when the spring finally 
comes evergreen bushes will be green while the leaf trees 
are blooming. 
The retention pond that is a part of the storm water management system 
also works as public place and contributes to the urban life in the area. It´s 
connected to a pipe system so when it´s not raining enough it´s still full with 
water. The pond functions all year around in all kinds of weather.
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“In this city everything will be done to invite people to 
walk and bycycle as much as possible in the course 
of their daily day doings”
Jan Gehl
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Community green house
Apartments 
Apartments 
Apartments 
Apartments 
Apartments Apartments 
Waste water to melt ice
166. B-B1 Section through the zoom in
Existing Church
Café
Climbing
Sitting
Sitting
Waste water to melt ice
Fun
Entrance square
Play in the water
Apartments 
Retail
Climb
5.9_Walkable center and playful public realm
Community green house
Apartments 
Apartments Apartments 
Apartments Apartments 
Retail Retail Retail
Student apartments
Flexible apartment
Flexible apartment
Waste water to melt ice
Indoor walking street
Pedestrian bridge Bus stop
Wait for the bus square
Play in the water
80 81167. Zoom in
Community green house
Community green house
Community green house
RETAIL RETAIL
Bike storage
Yoga
Bike storage
Sit
Community green house
Climb
CAFÉ
CAFÉ SQUARE
RETAIL
RETAIL
Channel Channel
Bioswale
Bioswale
Bioswale
Bioswale
Bioswale
City line stop
Bioswale
Trampoline
Trampoline
Swings
Climb/sit/play
Jump/sit/play
ENTRANCE SQUARE
RETAIL
Entrance to 2nd floor
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“Good public realm is a necessary precondition 
for good public transportation that will in the 
future play a much larger role - you have to get 
to this tram and from the tram in style in all time 
of the day”
Jan Gehl
168. The entrance square from the City Line stop to the service center Mjóddin. The playful public realm creates an identity for the area together with the raw colorful material 
use and the graffiti walls that relate to the urban graffiti in the district. 
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“Successful city is like a faboulous party, people 
stay because they area having a great time”
Amanda Burden
169. The indoor walking street in the service center Mjóddin retrofitted with raw material use, playful public realm and new functions such as international food 
corner and food square, book café, repair café, yoga studio and dance showroom for the dance school. 
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5.10_Conclusions
The aim of this thesis and design was to create a walkable, attractive 
well connected suburban center and design for urban life in the suburbs 
together with a new public transit and solutions for cold climate. That was 
done by retrofitting and activating existing buildings and densify around 
them with housing for residential, office and commercial use. Introducing 
a playful public realm for seasonal change and a new public transit. 
The playful public realm is supposed to bring people from different culture 
with different languages together. Games and sports do not necessarily 
need people and kids to communicate because they can agree on the 
rules. New recreational and commercial activities together with higher 
density bring more urban character to the area and will hopefully attract 
more people. The new public transit, better connections and more 
walkable environment make it easier to choose carfree lifestyle in the 
suburb. The design principles for the cold climate in Iceland are important 
to increase the use of public transit and the outdoor use of the public 
places. The green infrastructure together with the public realm and the 
vegetation use are supposed to contribute to each season. For example 
the colorful public places will light up the darkness during winter, rainy 
days are more fun when you can jump in to the pond or follow the water 
in the channels and everything gets more beautiful when the autumn 
arrives and the green roofs become colorful together with the vegetation. 
The  diverse and colorful new houses, the raw material use in the public 
realm and the graffiti art in public places and on the facades will give the 
area an identity and a unique position in a bigger city scale in Reykjavík. 
The new center, Mjóddin - live - work - play, tries to connect a district that 
is diveded by motorways and combines daily activities such as living, 
working and playing in one place. The development reduces negative 
effect on the environment by filtering the storm water and maintains the 
natural water cycle, reuses and retrofits buildings, offers better mobility 
while it reduces the private car use. It also offers facilities to grow food, 
share things and build stronger communities.    
Redevelpment in the suburbs can be difficult and I agree with Ellen D. 
Jones that has worked alot with retrofitting suburbs in USA:
“Consequently, the most effective redevelopments will be those that 
retrofit the streets, blocks, and lots to provide a compact, connected, 
walkable mix of uses and housing types. Unfortunately, projects at 
this scale often evoke criticism as “instant cities” or “faux urbanism.” 
The challenge for all involved is to provide settings and buildings that 
transcend their “instant” status and inspire their communities”. (Jones, 
2011)
One thing I struggled the most with was that there was no history to 
preserve and relate to on  my site. My solution was to relate to geographical 
qualities such as use the storm water in the public realm, embrace and 
connect to the greenery around and use the seasonal change. I also tried 
to relate to existing features in the district that I think are working well and 
give an identity to the area. For example by redevelope typologies, hold 
on to monopitched roofs and use graffiti on facades in the new center. I 
think these things will help to prevent criticism of an “instant citiy“.
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5.11_Model
170. Model in 1:250 of the zoom in area that shows the new buildings together with the existing service center. 171. The City line stop and the entrance square to the service center. 
172. Roof typologies and social green houses in courtyard and on roof park.
173. Narrow alley that connects to the service center.
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